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McCalman: I've read a lot about the Maya Angelou monument fiasco, but I haven't heard a lot from you. Artists contacted me to
ask if they could use my images for their applications. The press was

**How images of protest endure in Bay Area culture**

Photo: Carl Nolte / The Chronicle

As the United States continues reckoning with issues of race, equality and
police brutality, images of protest are everywhere in culture. Protest culture is Bay Area

Last Word: Pro athletes upending the image of sports

LAST WORD From The Chronicle Editorial Board LAST WORD From The Chronicle
Editorial Board

Athletes are the new change agents. When they're not caught cheating or bulking up on drugs, pro athletes are just your

Jason Lloren, Chronicle producer, sports nut and pop culture polymath, dies at 51. Lloren was
a pop-culture polymath with a depth and breadth of knowledge spanning sports, music, movies, TV, comedy, San Francisco trivia and social media. It would be a pop culture reference that made light

One Word Is the
Answer to Everything
Theise, MD

The one word that is the answer to everything is "space." In an age of faith the word was God; today it is science.

In between every thought there is a gap, a space that divides mental activity.

Artist's vision for
Maya Angelou statue crushed by City Hall's dysfunction. Thomas told me she chose an image of Angelou that wasn't widely familiar - of Angelou in her 40s with close-cropped natural hair and big, gold hoop earrings. Stefani said she always wanted a statue, but
Buster Posey gets last word with hecklers, blasts three-run homer in Giants win at L.A.

Buster Posey's last word with Dodgers fans is a loud one. By Susan Slusser

LOS ANGELES - Normally taciturn,
Buster Posey was caught smiling and even laughing Friday night in the Giants dugout. (Photo by

Shouts of n-word, images of lynchings interrupt Sonoma County's virtual meeting on homelessness. Racism disrupts Sonoma
meeting By Alejandro Serrano At least one intruder interrupted a virtual meeting Friday between Sonoma County officials and displayed graphic images that included the lynching of Black men

A daughter and a warrior: A.O.C. gets
the last word  By John Diaz  A daughter and a warrior: A.O.C. gets the last word  The viral video of the week belongs to Rep. John Diaz, editorial page editor  In this image from video, Rep. (House Television via AP) Opinion > Last Word
Last word:
Challenge for diversity in the C-suites

LAST WORD  From The Chronicle Editorial Board By Marshall Kilduff

A test of commitment to diversity Maybe you thought county health
director was a grueling assignment. (Photo by
The authors of San Francisco's Word for Word take the stage. Word for Word authors have a say. By Lily Janiak. If it can be hard to visualize Word for Word's process, authors tend to be
game to team up

anyway, on two

conditions: first, if Word

for Word can get

past an

Word to the

Warriors: Don't

sacrifice Klay to get

Giannis We'll give the

final word to Kerith

Burke, the Warriors' sideline reporter with
an understandable bias
but also a
comprehensive
knowledge of the
game: "Klay is an
excellent two-way
player, a walking heat
check,
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